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Online tools save you time and money when
helping you discover your ideal design
solutions 
The routine need for speed in
linear motion system design is
coupled with an adjacent need for
speed in procurement. A new
generation of online tools simplify
and expedite the selection and
configuration of linear
components. They provide
immediate price, lead time and
access to CAD models, while
also making it easier to share
ordering information with
purchasing teams.

Robust and intuitive online resources such as the
Thomson Instant 3D Quote Tool for custom shafting
(pictured) help designers keep their projects on time and
budget. Click image to try the tool.

A recent article looks further into this growing trend for online research and e-
commerce, and provides a couple of relatable examples that illustrate how design
engineers can benefit from these tools.

ON-DEMAND WEBINAR: The Choice is
Yours – Round vs. Square Rail in Extreme
Environments
Watch the archived webinar recording

Machine designers often must weigh the
pros and cons of round vs. square (also
known as profile) linear guide rail. The
more extreme the application
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WATCH THE WEBINAR READ THE ROUND VS. SQUARE
ARTICLE

environment, the more difficult this task
can be. And too often, the choice is made
late in the design process and based on
assumptions.

This 35-minute webinar helps designers best approach an informed decision and
optimize cost, performance and durability. It covers the differentiating features and
benefits of round and square rail, the environmental factors to consider when deciding
between the two, and how coating options, machine geometry and mounting can
impact your decision.  

Your next lead screw solution is only a few
clicks away
Try the latest in our series of popular online selector tools
Our enhanced online selector tool for lead
screws, nuts and assemblies greatly
simplifies the search and selection
process to help you quickly identify the
right part for the job. Benefits include:

 Access 3D models, catalog links
and product details with a single
click.
Visual selection process
immediately narrows your lead
screw search.
Up-front lead times and prices are
listed, as well as the option to
purchase.
Real-time adjustments per your
defined filter parameters.

TRY THE LEAD SCREW SELECTOR
TOOL
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